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DESCRIPTION
The UXI combines all of the following functions in one instrument. Only one exposure is needed
to acquire all of the important diagnostic information about the x-ray generator (three exposures
to measure HVL).
v kV peak, effective
v mA, mAs, mA per pulse (fluoroscopy)
v Dose, Dose rate
v Pulses, ms per pulse, Exposure Time (ms)
v HVL (with built in calculator)
The UXI is used in conjunction with a 7” tablet (Included). The tablet comes configured with the
proprietary ‘UXI Application’ which is used to configure the instrument, display the values for each
x-ray measurement and calculate the HVL
(Half Value Layer).

Getting Started
Operation is simple.

Without mA
1. Turn on the tablet. Swipe the screen on the padlock icon to unlock it.
2. Connect the tablet to the detector box with the supplied cable.
3. Place the detector in the x-ray beam and collimate to the entire size of the label.
a. If using dental range (10-40mA) place the detector 16 inches from the tube head and
press the radiology button in the lower left so that it reads ‘dental’.
b. If using the detector for radiology (50-400mA) place the detector 40 inches from the tube
head and make sure the button in the lower left reads ‘radiology’.
4. Step back, and take an exposure. The tablet will display the kVp, kV effective, x-ray dose,
dose rate, number of pulses, and exposure time. The tube current of the x-ray generator can
also be measured simultaneously, or alone as described in the next section.
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With mA
1. Connect one end of the mA cable to the UXI and the other end in series with the low side
of the x-ray winding.
(NEW) Using the clamp:
a. If using the current probe clamp, turn the dial to ‘4A’, connect it to the UXI and then
connect the UXI to the tablet (in that order). (Make sure the tablet is on and unlocked
when connecting.)
b. Clamp the current probe around the cathode (-) high voltage line and press the ‘mA
mode’ button. It should switch from wired to clamp mode. A dialog box will appear with
the current offset displayed below it.
c. Press and hold the yellow ‘zero’ button on the current clamp for a few seconds. You
will notice the offset below the dialog box drop. Any offset number 20 or below is
acceptable. (You should still zero the clamp if the offset starts at 0, as it may be an
unreadable negative offset for the current probe).
d. Press the ‘I have zeroed the clamp’ button and the UXI will be ready for an exposure.
Note: Current needs to pass through the clamp in the correct direction as indicated by the
arrow on the inside of the clamp. If you are having trouble, try reversing the orientation of
the clamp on the voltage line. You may need to zero the clamp again after changing its
orientation. To zero again, turn off the unit by unplugging the tablet to detector cable and
start the process again. Place the detector under the x-ray head as described previously (if
you wish to also read kVp, dose, etc.).
2. Step back and take an x-ray exposure.
In addition to the parameters above, the unit will now read the x-ray tube current (mA) and
the average current times the exposure time (mAs). It will also give mA per pulses (useful
for fluoroscopic machines).
The following sections of this manual further describe the tablet application. Information on
how to obtain the most accurate measurements for each parameter is also included.

With high energy (above 70 kVp) you should disregard the first
reading after powering the unit on, as static discharge may result in an
inaccurate first measurement.
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It is important that the user be thoroughly familiar with the contents of this manual before
performing any tests on radiation generating equipment. It is also imperative that the
user be thoroughly qualified, and familiar with safety precautions and other practices
relating to radiation generators.

The UXI is available with a low range option (UXIL) for measuring
under 45kVp. See specifications section for actual range of both models.

Tablet Application
The tablet that is supplied with each unit contains a proprietary application that is used to
configure the Universal X-ray Instrument and display the result of measurements. When
the app is first loaded, it will be in a mode that can be used for most measurements. When
powered on, the app will configure the instrument, establish communication, perform a
diagnostic check and then display a screen indicating that the unit is ready. At this point,
the UXI is ready for an x-ray measurement.
The application only starts when connected to the ECC X-ray Detector. If the App is
stopped, turn the App off by pressing the “Recent Apps” button, then slide the UXI App
screen to the bottom to stop it, or press the back button until the application is terminated.
Connecting to the ECC X-ray Detector again will start the app.
Disconnecting the USB cable at any time will result in a prompt to quit the application. If
you select ‘No’, you may retain the previous x-ray readings as long as the application
remains open.

After disconnecting the cable, the application must be terminated using the
above methods before reconnecting to take more readings.
You should always save your data using the dropdown menu in the upper righthand corner of the screen before exiting the application if you wish to retain the
readings for later use.
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Updates
ECC will provide email updates if and when new versions of the operating system are
available. When updates become available, ECC will email all registered users (see below).

Registration
When a Universal X-ray Instrument is purchased from ECC, or from one of our dealers, or
through any other source, send an email to uxisupport@eccx-ray.com with the model
number, serial number and date of purchase. You will be included in a database that will be
used for notifications of updates to the operating system as well as application notes on use
of the Universal X-ray Instrument.

Initial Tablet Display

When a connection between the tablet and the ECC Detector is established, a screen
like the one above will appear on the tablet. Some additional diagnostics will also
appear for a few seconds. Once this screen appears, the unit is ready for operation.
The white boxes in the lower left corner allow the user to select
·

Filtration,
! Select either 1.5 mm or 2.5 mm of Aluminum
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·

X-ray Type
! Select Radiology or Dental
§ For Radiology, the detector should be 40” below the x-ray head
§ For Dental X-rays, the detector should be 16” below head

·

mA mode
! Select Wired or Clamp
§ Wired is for invasive mode, with mA cable wired in series with x- ray
winding
§ Clamp is for using the optional clamp-on probe
§ If mA is not being measured, there is no need to select mA mode

Features
Graphing
Before each exposure, tap the ‘Graph Type:’ button to select which data you would
like to capture graphically (dose rate, kVp, or mA).
After each exposure, tap the Graph button to show a graph of that data.
While viewing the graph, the tab with three buttons on the lower right of the screen is
used to change the display to examine the waveform. The three buttons are zoom in,
zoom out, and zoom to fit, as shown below:

Users can move the graph around with one finger. Users can also zoom in and out
by using two fingers to pinch and stretch.
For each exposure, there is one of three possible graphs that can be selected by tapping the
white box next to the graph button.
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The graph type must be selected before the exposure takes place. If the
graph type is changed after a reading that graph data will be
erroneous until changed back to the original data type collected.

·

Dose – shows a graph of instantaneous dose rate (This is default setting).

·

kVp – shows a graph of the output of the peak kV.

·

mA – shows the actual current for mA measurements.

(The mA cable must be connected in series with the x-ray primary circuit or the mA
probe clamp must be on the cathode line of the tube to get an mA graph.)

Graph of X-ray tube current, 100ms exposure. The red line shows average current.
Please not that when using the non-invasive current probe for long x-rays (more than
0.5 second, you may notice that the waveform droops. This is not happening with the
actual x-ray current, and the accurate current measurement is compensated in
software.
After observing the graph, tap the back button to return to the data screen.
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Saving and Exporting Data to a Spreadsheet
To export measurements taken into a spreadsheet, tap the ‘Save Report’ menu button in the
menu bar at the top of the screen.

A dialog box will appear asking you to choose a file name.
Type the filename you would like to save as, then press the ‘save’ button in the bottom right
corner of the dialog box.
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The file will be saved with your chosen name. All of the exposures you have recently taken
will be saved to an excel spreadsheet. All data excluding graphs is saved to the
spreadsheet.
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You may modify, add notes, and rename this file as you please.
To load a spreadsheet of data that you have saved, press the ‘Load Report’ button and
choose the data that you would like to load.

Favorite

00
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.

To return to the readings simply press the back button until the UXI app returns.
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Operation
kVp Measurements
For many tests, it is only necessary to connect the instrument to the tablet, center the
detector in the light field, orient the UXI parallel with the x-ray head, and take an
exposure.
This unit measures the effective kV as well as the peak kV (kVp).
The effective kV is the kV that will give the same contrast as a DC exposure with
an ideal ripple, while the peak kV is the largest kV over the duration of the
exposure.
In order to ensure more accurate kVp readings, the following points should be kept in
mind (Please see Appendix A for more information):

Maintaining Accuracy
1. I n i t i a l R e a d i n g
All X-ray detectors accumulate charge when the unit is not in use.
When initially powered on, the instrument may need one X-ray exposure to work correctly.
Disregard the first reading, especially at higher energies (above 70 kVp).

2. C u r r e n t ( m A )
In general, larger X-ray currents produce a bigger X-ray signal, and a more accurate
kVp. The UXI will be able to give an accurate current measurement down to
approximately 1 mA. The best accuracy is obtained at 10 to 25 mA for the
Dental/Panoramic setting and 50 to 320mA for the radiology setting.
3. H e i g h t
This instrument has advanced circuitry and software to work with a wide range of x-ray
intensities. There is less dependency on height than other instruments. When
measuring kV we are measuring the high voltage in the x- ray tube. Generally you will
get better results with the instrument about 40 inches from the X-ray tube in Radiology
mode and 22 inches in Dental/Panoramic mode.
If an X-ray does not trigger the detector, make sure the detector is oriented parallel to
the X-ray tube head. If it still does not trigger, move the detector closer to the X-ray
tube.
If you get an error message that the kVp is Overrange, increase the distance between
the detector and x-ray generator. See Appendix A for more information.
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4. C o l l i m a t i o n
Collimate the x-ray centered on the “X” of the UXI logo. The size should be the full
size of the label.

5. Exposure Time
Normally, the exposure time will be measured for all X-rays with no operator
intervention needed. Shorter exposures will minimize wear and tear on the X- ray
head and lessen radiation to the user.
6. Waveform
This instrument measures the effective value of the maximum or peak accelerating
voltage that occurs during any part of the X-ray exposure.
Exposure Time Measurements
The UXI measures the exposure time for every x-ray measurement taken. The
exposure time is displayed in milliseconds (ms).
Extremely high energy exposures may cause an exposure time higher than expected.
Many high-energy X-ray exposures have a noticeable decay at the trailing edge (end).
Viewing a graph of the X-ray will indicate to the user if this has occurred.
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Some x-rays, particularly older models take a relatively long time to reach
peak exposure. Some DC and multi-phase units come on quickly but have a
large overshoot. Viewing the graph of an x-ray will help to make sense of data
that may seem out of place to the user.

Filtration
The accuracy of kVp measurements can be enhanced greatly by knowing the amount of
filtration in the beam. The UXI is calibrated for two different amounts of Aluminum (Al)
filtration. For most radiology x-rays, typical filtration varies between 2 and 3 mm Al. For most
dental x-rays, typical filtration is 1.5 mm Al. The screen shot below shows the UXI set for
measuring radiology x-ray with 2.5mm Al filtration.

The box in the lower left allows the user to change kV calibration curves between 1.5 mm Al
and 2.5 mm Al. The default setting is 1.5 mm. Tap the box to use the 2.5 mm setting before
the X-ray is taken. Tap the box again to return to 1.5 mm.
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Dose Measurements
Dose is a measure of the x-ray intensity integrated for the entire x-ray exposure time
over a specific area. This instrument measures the dose of the x-ray over a 1.1 cm
square area. The dose equivalent of a patient in the x-ray beam includes not only the
dose being measured by the UXI, but the dose covering the entire area of the x- ray
beam. Body dose or effective dose is the comprehensive dose for the organ or body.
This can be roughly estimated by extrapolating the area of x-ray beam in cm2 to the
UXI measuring area of 1.1 cm x 1.1 cm (1.21 cm2). This calculation assumes that the
x-ray intensity is constant over the entire area.

All dose measurements are very sensitive to the distance from the x-ray head
because the x-ray intensity change is proportional to the square of the distance
from the head.

Body dose is a comprehensive concept for the organ or partial body dose equivalent
and the effective dose. Body doses cannot be measured directly. Industry standard
and some regulations use the concept of effective dose in which all the individual
doses to the irradiated organs or parts of the body are multiplied by a factor and
added together. The resulting value may not exceed the dose limit for the effective
dose that a patient is allowed to receive.
Dose Rate
The dose rate represents the measured dose for the amount of time required to
complete the dose measurement. The dose rate is equal to the measured dose
mathematically scaled by exposure time and is given as mR and uGy per second.
Detection
The UXI uses semiconductor diode detectors. The semiconductor diode detector has
advantages over other detection methods. There are less statistical fluctuations than
detectors that depend on gas ionization, yielding more accuracy and precision than
moderately priced scintillation detectors.
Radiation creates electron-hole pairs which are the carriers that are detected by the
semiconductor diode. The use of semiconductor materials results in a large number
of carriers. The electron-hole pair is similar to the ion pair created in gas filled
detectors. The electron-hole motion generates small electrical currents that are
measured by our sensitive amplifier. Semiconductor detectors are also more
physically durable that scintillation detectors, making the UXI a much more reliable
and durable instrument.
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Graph
The Dose graph shows the instantaneous dose for the entire x-ray exposure time.
The vertical axis is proportional to Dose Rate in mR/min.
Measuring the Half Value Layer (HVL)
It is important to know the Half Value Layer (HVL) for diagnostic x-rays. Many states require
this measurement as an integral part of periodic x-ray tests. The HVL test verifies that the
filtration in the x-ray beam is sufficient enough to remove low level radiation. Low level
radiation does not contribute to the x-ray image, but may be harmful to patients.
For this test, you will need high purity aluminum layers of various thicknesses or multiple
sheets of one thickness, usually 1 mm. Each UXI is supplied with a kit consisting of several
different thicknesses of pure aluminum.
The UXI application includes an HVL calculator. Press the HVL calculator button to the left,
and the calculator will be displayed. To calculate HVL, three readings are necessary.

Record the dose reading and the aluminum thickness for the three readings, and press
the button labeled ‘Compute HVL’.

Place the UXI at a distance from the x-ray head that is normally used for procedures.
Collimate the x-ray beam to the size of the label on top of the instrument. Take an x-ray and
record the dose measurement by pressing the HVL calculator button on the left side of the
screen. Then place the first sheet of aluminum (Al) as close as possible to the x-ray source.
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Again, take an x-ray and record the dose measurement and the thickness of Al filter in the
HVL calculator. Add more sheets of Al or use a thicker sheet. Take one more exposure and
again record the dose and Al thickness. Then press the compute button.
There is some confusion about added aluminum and the aluminum filtration. Most x-rays
have built in aluminum (or other metals) filtration. For dose measurements, the thickness of
aluminum entered into the HVL app is the added aluminum only.
To obtain the most accurate results, use two different thickness of aluminum with the second
added thickness of about what is expected for HVL value. For example, if the x-ray machine
previously resulted in an HVL of 3.1 mm Al, you may want to select 1.5 mm and 3 mm for the
last two readings. You could also use 2 mm and 4 mm. Both would give you a better result
than using 0.5 and 1 mm Al.
To exit the calculator and return to the data collection screen, press the back button on the
bottom of the tablet’s display.
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mA / mAs Measurements
mAs Cable
To measure mA and mAs, the mAs cable must be plugged into the 3 pin connector
on the Universal X-ray Detector. When the cable is unplugged, the unit will not
attempt to measure mA. When the cable is plugged in, the Universal X-ray
Instrument measures mA and mAs in addition to the other measurements.

When changing the cable, turn off the x-ray machine and the UXI. We
recommend that power be turned off to the x-ray generator,in order to
prevent electrical shock if you come into contact with any exposed
voltages.

Non-Invasive:
1. Turn on the current probe clamp by turning the range dial to the ‘4A’ setting.
2. Hold the PROVA at the same angle a reading will be taken at and hold the yellow ‘zero’
button for a few seconds.
3. Clamp the meter around the cathode line with the arrow on the inside pointing away from
the x-ray tube head.
4. Connect the mA cable to the UXI and the PROVA mA clamp meter together.
5. Plug in the tablet to the UXI and press the button on the bottom left (“Wired”) so that it
displays “Clamp”.
6. A dialog box will open requesting that you zero the probe. Zero the probe by momentarily
pressing the yellow Zero button on the probe again to zero out the current probe. Make sure
that the displayed offset is 20 or less, press the button on the tablet “I have zeroed the
probe”.
7. Step back from the x-ray machine and take an exposure, and observe the reading.

Invasive:
1. Before making any connections to the x-ray generator,
MAKE CERTAIN THAT THE GENERATOR POWER IS TURNED OFF
2. Connect the UXI mA cable to the x-ray generator (see below).
3. Plug the three pin connector on the other end of the cable into side of the UXI.
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4. Connect the tablet to the UXI with the supplied USB cable.
5. Step back from the x-ray machine and take an exposure, and observe the reading.

Do Not Plug Or Unplug mA Cable While Unit is ON.
Line up the pins in the cable and chassis connector before inserting.

When taking mA/mAs measurements, it is not necessary to set the exposure time to any
particular value. The UXI will determine the average current for the entire x-ray exposure
and display the result. Short exposures can be used because of the UXI proprietary method
of doing the mA calculation.
The ECC UXI performs a true RMS measurement of the x-ray current, and then converts
that value to average current to conform to industry standards.
mA Cable Connection
The mAs cable was designed to be connected in the ground return line of the high voltage
transformer and must be in the actual current path of the x-ray tube. The cable can be
connected in series with the rectified tube current (DC Path), via the DC input jacks or it can
be connected using the AC input jack in series with the transformer downstream of the
rectifier (AC Path). However, all tube current must go through the mAs cable to have an
accurate reading. If an alternate or parallel current pathway of the x-ray generator is
present, it could bypass the detector and invalidate the reading. Do not use resistors,
varistors, bypass, or distributed capacitors in parallel with the cable. This will affect
calibration. Before attempting to measure mAs, examine the circuit of the X-ray generator
and be certain that the mAs cable is connected so that such components will not affect the
readings. Varistors, which have limiting voltage above 10V, will probably not affect the
reading. Refer to your x- ray instruction manual for information on where to connect the mA
cable on different x-ray generators.
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Using The Tablet Display
The tablet that comes with t h e UXI also f u n c t i o n s as a display for the measurements
that i t takes.
The main screen i s laid out as a grid of boxes as shown b e l o w after a typical
measurement.
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● kV: This section displays the effective and peak kiloVolts for each exposure.
● mA: This section displays the tube current of the last exposure in milliamps. (For the
picture above, the mA cable was disconnected.)

● mAs: Displays the mAs (milliAmp/second) of each exposure.
● mR: Displays the Dose in millirads and microGrays
● R/m: Displays the dose rate of an exposure in Rads(uGy)/minute.
● HVL Calculator: Press the HVL Calculator button to use the calculator.
● pulses: Displays the number of pulses of the last x-ray taken.
● ms: Displays the exposure time of the last x-ray in milliseconds.
● Graph: This button, when pressed, shows a graph of the x-ray intensity.
This is useful for troubleshooting various x-ray problems.

● Menu : The top right of the menu bar has a dropdown menu that allows for exporting
the current available data (Excluding HVL) to a spreadsheet.
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Error Messages
Alignment Error: Position the UXI in the center of the x-ray beam.
Over Range: The x-ray output is too high. Use a lower mA setting or increase the distance
from the x-ray head to the UXI.
Over Scale: The output of the x-ray exceeds the measurable range of the UXI.

Warranty
Electronic Control Concepts warrants the UXI X-ray Detector Unit from defects in materials
and workmanship for a period of 2 years. ECC will replace or repair any X-ray Detector Unit
during the first 2 years after shipment that does not show obvious signs of abuse. Contact the
factory as described below.

Service Information
If a unit should need calibration or service, please contact the factory by phone or email:
(800)VIP-XRAY or (800)847-9729 Phone
Email: sales@eccxray.com

Ship the unit to:
Electronic Control Concepts
1160 US Highway 50, Milford OH 45150, USA
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Specifications

• PHYSICAL SIZE:
4.6 x 2.9 x 1 inch (116 x 73 x 24 mm)

SPECIFICATIONS FOR mA / mAs RANGE:
•
•
•

1.0A Full Scale
mA Resolution
1 Ohm Input impedance

Meter automatically selects AC/DC
automatically selects range.

WEIGHT:
0.5 lb

SPECIFICATIONS FOR kVp RANGE:
• Radiology Mode:
45 to 125 kV, 40 to 320 mA

INVASIVE mA / mAs ACCURACY:
•

2% +/- 1 mA on all ranges

NON INVASIVE mA MEASUREMENT
ACCURACY
•
•

3 mA to 1000 mA, 1% +/- 1 mA
Minimum current = 25 mA

• Dental Mode:
40 to 90 kV, 10 to 25 mA
•

Minimum exposure time is 10 mS
KVP ACCURACY:

CONNECTION:

2% +/- 1 kV, at 10 to 25 mA for dental
OR 40 to 320 mA Radiology

Via 5 meter cable with two banana (4 mm
plug) and alligator clips

SID = 40 inches for radiology, 16 inches for
dental x-ray, tungsten anode, 1.5 mm Al or
2.5 mm Al filtration

SPECIFICATIONS FOR DOSE
• DOSE RANGE:
8mR – 400mR
0.08 mGy-4mGy
• DOSE ACCURACY:
5% +/- 2 mR
GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS
• DISPLAY:
8" Tablet Touch Screen

EXPOSURE TIME ACCURACY:
•

1% +/- 2 millisecond (1 ms to 4 sec)

•

Minimum exposure time – 10 ms

ORDERING INFORMATION
UXI come with:
•

8” tablet

•

ECC X-ray Detection Unit.

•

Carry Case

•

Cables

• POWER:

" mA cable

USB cable
• BATTERY LIFE:
5-10 hours continuous use
Rechargeable
• WARRANTY:

" Tablet charger
•

Kit with 8 Aluminum sheets for HVL
measurement

•

Calibration Certificate.
Calibration is recommended yearly.

2 years from ship date
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Appendix A
Additional information for accurate kVp Measurement.

Height:
SID (Source to image receptor distance)
The units are calibrated at a height of 40 inches (SID) from the X-ray tube, or 16 inches for
dental x-rays. This instrument can measure kVp accurately over the specified range and is
relatively independent of the height of the X-ray tube above the instrument. However, there are
limitations that must be taken into account. Please note, that when we refer to height, we are
discussing the height above the instrument to the actual x-ray head, not the collimator. The
intensity of any X-ray is proportional to kV, to X-ray tube current (mA) and distance (height), so
all three parameters are important. To simplify this discussion, please refer to the chart below.
The chart below shows the maximum and minimum kV that the instrument can measure at a
height of 40 inches (101.6 cm). For example at 100 kV, the maximum tested current is 320 mA.
Conversely, at 50 kV, the minimum current needed for an accurate measurement is 50
mA. At 80 kV, the minimum is 25 mA.

Usable mA range vs. kVp (40 SID)
400

400

400

400

400

350
320

300
mA

250

250

250

250

200
150
100

50

50

50

50

45

50

60

0

25

25

25

25

25

80

100
kVp

110

120

125

The chart shows that at a height of 40 inches from the tube head (40 SID), the anticipated kV
and mA should be inside the green shaded area. If a reading does not register using a low kVp
and mA, either increase those values or move the detector a little closer.
If a reading seems abnormally high or an over scale error occurs, the most probably cause is
that the kVp and mA are very high and the detector was too close to the x-ray head for that
reading.
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The chart below shows the maximum and minimum kV that the instrument can measure at a
height of 16 inches (40.6 cm). For kV between 40 and 90 kV, the maximum current for an
accurate measurement is 25 mA and the minimum current is 10 mA.

Usable mA range vs. kVp (16 SID)
30
25

25

25

25

25

25

10

10

10

10

10

40

50

60
kVp

80

90

mA

20
15
10
5
0

Measurements with plastic wrap
Many dental offices use a thin, transparent plastic cover over the x-ray head to help with
infection control. The plastic can induce measurement errors because of the static charge
that gets built up on the plastic. For best results remove the plastic cover.

Pre-Heat
Many x-rays, particularly dental units with a single winding head excite the x-ray at a lower
voltage before the actual exposure in order to allow the filament to warm up. Some of these
x-rays emit radiation during this “pre-heat” time. If the exposure time appears to be longer
than expected, the detector may be including the pre-heat radiation in the reading. Increase
the distance from the x-ray head to the instrument. If the pre-heat radiation is significant, you
may need to experiment to find the right height. Observe the dose or kV graph to see the
actual X-ray waveform.
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APPENDIX B
Additional Information about Dose Measurements

Radiation Exposure and Dose
The concepts of radiation exposure and dose are important, for the patient as well as
x-ray personnel.
An article describing measurement techniques can be viewed on our website
ECCXray.com .
Dose Definition
When an x-ray is taken, radiation in the form of x-ray beams, are released. Using
these beams, the x-ray technician can make images of whatever is being examined.
This radiation penetrates objects and human bodies, passes through them, and is
weakened in the process.
In simple terms, this weakening is equivalent to a reduction in the number of individual
radioactive particles. A measurement of the amount of radiation measured at a site
over a specific period of time produces the concept of "dose". Not all the radiation
particles generated during the x-ray are used to produce the resulting images, and
because radiation can cause damage to the human body, medical personnel try to get
the best possible image with the smallest possible dose of radiation. The concept of
"dose" can mean different things according to the where and how the measurement is
made, particularly with respect to the site where the dose is measured.

Incident Dose
The incident dose is the dose measured in the middle of the radiation field on the
surface of a body or phantom. However, it is only measured at this point if there is no
body in the path of the x-ray beam. There is no scatter radiation from the body or
phantom during this measurement. Whenever radiation strikes a substance, there is
always some scattering of radioactive particles.

Absorbed Dose
Different materials when subjected to the same x-ray exposure will absorb different
amounts of energy. Changes to physical properties and induced chemical reactions
are expected as the amount of radiation is absorbed in human tissue or the human
body. The energy absorbed from radiation is defined as the absorbed dose. The
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traditional unit of absorbed dose has been the rad, defined as 100 ergs/gram. The
metric or SI equivalent, the gray (Gy) is defined as 1 joule/kilogram. The two units are
related by the following formula:
1 Gy = 100 rad
The absorbed dose is a reasonable measure of the chemical and physical effects by a
specific radiation exposure in an absorbing material. When the effects of radiation on
living organisms are evaluated, the absorption of equal amounts energy per unit mass
will not have the same effects. The biological effects of radiation is traceable to the
chemical alteration of the biological molecules that are influenced by the ionization or
excitation caused by the radiation. The severity and permanence of these changes
are directly related to the local rate of energy or dose. There are many papers and
texts that describe the relation of dose, absorbed dose and dose equivalent. For fast
electron radiation such as x-rays, the dose equivalent is basically the same as
absorbed dose, or the dose reading from this instrument. This is not true for radiation
from charged particles such as radioactive sources.

Dose Area Product
The dose-area product is a measurement of the amount of radiation that the patient
absorbs. It is measured on the side of the patient where the radiation enters the body,
by passing the x-ray beam through the measuring device. The dose-area product is
independent of the distance between the X-ray tube and the measuring device
because the further away from the X-ray tube this measurement is taken, the more the
size of the device increases, and the dose itself decreases. The dose to the patient can
be calculated from the dose-area product, the size of the measuring device, and the
distance to the X-ray tube and the patient. The Model 890 dose detector covers an
area of 1.1 cm by 1.1 cm (1.21 cm2). Mathematically, dose area product is equal to the
measured dose times 1.21 cm 2. Please note that the Model 890 cannot be left in the xray beam when an actual x-ray image is desired.

Body Dose and Effective Dose
Body dose cannot be measured directly. Body dose is a comprehensive concept for the body
or partial body dose equivalent and the effective dose. In the practical application of radiation,
local and individual doses are measured and extrapolated over the affected body surface area.
Radiation protection regulations use the concept of effective dose, which includes all of the
individual doses to the irradiated parts of the body multiplied by a factor and then added
together. The resulting value must be less than the dose limit for the effective dose that a
patient can receive.
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For further information, with a good explanation of different types of dose, please refer to:
http://www.e-radiography.net/radtech/d/Dose_ge/dose.htm
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